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Providence Health and Services improved brand presence and searcher experience with a search engine accuracy
lift of 42%, to more than 96%. The combined power of Wheelhouse Digital Marketing Group strategy and the Rio
SEO Open Local Platform made it possible and now drives greater than 10% search impression growth each month.
Providence Health and Services, a complex healthcare organization
with hundreds of locations and 1,100 local listings, sought to
improve its local online presence, drive patient discovery of its
locations, and ultimately win more in-clinic foot traﬃc.

The Challenge
Given that 77% of patients rely on search engines to help them find
healthcare providers and locations*, the internet provides a great
opportunity for those brands to connect with their consumers. In
fact, 10% of Google searchers go on to convert through actions
such as clicking-to-call or get directions, making local listings an
essential part of the patient and brand experience.
However, organizations like Providence face local listings challenges
unique to healthcare, particularly around shared physical addresses
and frequently changing services. Clinic changes through
relocations, acquisitions, closures, etc. can further complicate
the process of delivering accurate, timely location information to
consumers searching online for healthcare solutions. Duplicate
listings and outdated or incorrect listings information dilute search
engine trust, resulting in lower rankings and decreased visibility.
Inaccurate listings can also frustrate the customers who rely on that
information to find local healthcare services.
Providence sought to improve patient experience by anchoring its
web presence locally with accurate, complete and current listings
for all 1,100 locations. The brand also wanted to improve search
engine visibility and conversion for each of its location listings, in
order to drive more patients into its clinics.

Improving local listings accuracy builds search engine
and consumer trust, boosting rankings and visibility.
Generate more relevant impressions and convert
more searchers into foot traﬃc for each location.

* “77 Percent Of Online Health Seekers Start At Search Engines“, Search Engine Land, January 15, 2013

The Solution
Listings had historically been created individually--and manually. Without a single, centralized data source, verifying and syndicating location
data was nearly impossible. Inevitably, as oﬃces or specialties changed or relocated, duplicate and missing or erroneous location listings
appeared across the local search ecosystem.
Rio SEO, Wheelhouse and Providence compiled location data across several sources to create a single comprehensive ‘source of truth’ for
location information which could then be optimized and formatted for distribution.
In its initial submission, Rio SEO created, claimed and updated more than 1,000 Providence listings in Google, and more than 1,100 Bing
listings.
Rio SEO broadly distributed this location information throughout the local ecosystem at scale. Then, to ensure prominence and rank in
local search results, Rio’s expert service team focused on improving search engine trust through active and ongoing conflict management,
resolving erroneous, duplicate and outdated listings. New locations and services rapidly gained search traction through the ongoing creation
and maintenance of new, optimized location listings and citations.

The Results
Over the first 90 days of data cleanup and local listings management, Rio SEO and Wheelhouse improved the accuracy of Providence’s
search engine listings from 54% to more than 96%, achieving a 42% lift. Those 77% of patients who seek out healthcare providers and clinic
locations online were greeted with a consistent brand presence and complete, accurate Providence listings for all locations.
Listing accuracy and completeness drove greater discoverability and higher rankings. Early in 2017, Rio’s Map Pack Insights measurement and
reporting tool showed that Providence’s optimized Google listings were surfaced in more than 5 million relevant local searches in a single
month. Further, the brand’s optimized location listings saw nearly 500,000 monthly Google conversion events including search engine
results page “click to call” events, directions requests, and clicks through to Providence clinic websites.
Ongoing Wheelhouse and Rio listings management and optimization continues to drive more than 10% incremental Google search
impression growth for Providence each month.
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About Rio SEO
Rio SEO simplifies complex local marketing by empowering enterprise brands with solutions that engage customers throughout the
search ecosystem. Our heritage as search experts combined with our first-class service drives tangible results for some of the nation’s most
recognizable brands. Rio SEO’s professional services, Local Solutions, acts as an extension of your brand oﬀering high-level expertise, local
marketing support, and adaptability to the ever-changing SEO industry.
Whether it’s search or social, we believe that every brand interaction is an opportunity to create a customer relationship. Our Open Local
Platform powers the marketing solutions that multi-location brands need to establish a local presence and connect with customers. Rio SEO’s
suite of turnkey products includes Local Listings, Local Reporting, Local Pages, Local Social and Local Manager. From web to mobile, we’re
redefining the technology driving the future of local.

About Wheelhouse DMG
Wheelhouse DMG is a performance-driven digital marketing agency known for delivering superior results through engaging partnerships.
We work with start-ups, mid-size and enterprise clients across retail, healthcare, travel and B2B to discover and make the most of
opportunities across digital channels including Local, Mobile, SEO, PPC, Digital Advertising, Analytics and Strategy. For more information
visit www.wheelhousedmg.com.
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